Abstract. A linearized barotropic model is used to investigate the scattering of barotropic shelf waves by variations of the shelf width in the presence of a sheared but stable mean along-shelf current located over the continental slope. The mean current is chosen to eliminate all backward propagating waves, so no energy is reflected from the scattering region. In addition, the mean current shear severely limits the number of forward propagating waves which carry energy downstream from the scattering region. For a narrowing shelf this tends to increase the strength of the scattering and, more importantly, generates large-amplitude evanescent modes which dominate the velocity fields within and slightly upstream and downstream of the scattering region. When viewed in combination with the mean current, the wave scattering forms intense mesoscale flows between the mean current and the coast. This mechanism may be partially responsible for the highly variable and energetic flows often associated with along-shelf currents found over many continental slopes.
Introduction
Wind-driven currents on continental shelves are highly variable and are often associated with the generation and propagation of subinertial coastally trapped waves (CTWs). The wind-driven circulation is frequently accompanied by persistent currents of a presumably different origin which propagate over the mid-to-upper slope roughly parallel to the isobaths. These mean currents may strongly modify the CTWs by increasing (decreasing) the wave frequency if the current propagates in the same (opposite) direction as free CTWs (i.e., Doppler shift). In addition, if the mean current is sheared, then the background potential vorticity will be altered, thereby changing the wave structure and dispersion characteristics. Further, if the potential vorticity gradient across the mean current changes sign, then unstable waves may extract energy from the mean current and grow in time, although this condition alone is not su•cient to guarantee instability.
• Now at Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods of BSWs (arising from the changing topography) and shear waves (arising from the changing mean current shear).
are described in section 3, followed by a discussion and summary in section 4.
Model Formulation
We model the continental margin as a channel in which the offshore boundary is straight while the coastal boundary is straight at each end of the channel but varies smoothly through a region of finite length which we call the scattering region (Figure 1 ). The depth increases monotonically from a nonzero depth at the coast to the deep-sea depth H at the offshore boundary. The location of the coastal boundary is oe(x). A steady depth-independent current U(y) is specified to flow along the channel, parallel to the offshore boundary. We choose a solid wall for the offshore boundary in order to greatly simplify the energy flux calculations. This choice should not appreciably affect the results because the wall has little effect on the disper- 
In order to prescribe a mean current which flows parallel to the offshore boundary and also conserve mass, the depth contours must be parallel in that part of the channel where the current exists. Accordingly, the depth profile across the channel is specified as: Ro is the Rossby number; Ws/Ns is the ratio of the wide shelf to the narrow shelf; Sc is the scattering coefficient; X, is the location of the beginning of the scattering region; Xd-X, is the length of the scattering region; Az is the grid resolution along the shelf; Eb is the energy balance estimate; and xe is the location of the energy balance calculation. The fine-scale, large-amplitude structure of the critical-layer solutions makes it unlikely that the incident wave mode with its smooth profile of relative vorticity and stream function will scatter appreciably into the critical-layer waves. Nevertheless, as a propagating mode with phase speed close to Ro passes through the scattering region, we cannot guarantee that the criticallayer waves will not be excited to some degree, hence the need for the residual part of the downstream boundary condition (14) which moves with speed co/k = Ro, i.e., the bm terms. In practice, we have found little evidence that the critical-layer waves are generated in any of the scattering calculations presented here. As an additional consistency check, the energy balance is calculated downstream of the scattering region at some along-shelf location x e, by where Fi is the incident energy flux (typically due to a single mode), Fz, is the energy flux at Xe and Rs is the Reynold's stress (right-hand side of (16)). The incident energy flux is calculated from (17). A perfect energy balance would produce Eb = 1. In the scattering calculations presented here the energy balance is typically satisfied to better than 2% and is within 5% for even the strongest scattering cases.
Strength of Scattering
The typical method for measuring the strength of scattering is to decompose the total energy flux downstream of the scattering region (Figure 1) The scattering coefficient for each case is shown in Figure 5 . For both values of /•o, scattering is much stronger for the narrowing shelf than the widening shelf (see Table I While the present results suggest the potential importance of wave scattering in the presence of a sheared mean current, there are many issues which remain unaddressed. We have considered only the very simplest case of a barotropic fluid with a prescribed mean current flowing parallel to the isobaths in the slope region. A more realistic model would include the interaction of the mean current with the topography which would both alter the mean current and change its effect on the free waves. Stratification will also change the freewave dispersion properties and thereby change the adjustment of the incident wave to the topography and coastline changes. It is interesting to note that Wilkin and Chapman [1990] also obtained evanescent modes of appreciable amplitude over a narrowing shelf along which no backward propagating modes existed due to the influence of stratification. This supports the present conclusions and their possible generalization to stratified flows. We have also limited our study to simple geometries and stable mean currents. More realistic topographies and coastlines may alter the mean current and may increase the wave scattering. Unstable mean currents have the potential of eliminating even more propagating modes which could further increase the importance of the evanescent modes. All of these issues should be considered in future studies.
